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પનુઃ કસોટી 
ધોરણ-8        વિષય : અંગે્રજી           તારીખ-    /    /2019     સમય – 1 કાક  કુ ગણુ – 25 

 

Q-1 Study the graph given (page no. 21) and say whether following sentences are true or false. 

(પાના નબ ંર-૨૧ પર અપે ગ્રાફનો ભ્યાસ કરો ન ેવાક્યો ખરા છે કે ખોટા તે કહો.)  (5) 
1. Delhi is as polluted as New York. 

2. New York  is more polluted than cario but less polluted  than kolakta. 

3. Delhi has 35 million population. 

4. Delhi has less population than Kolkata. 

5. Delhi is the most polluted city in the world. 

 

Q-2 Give the answer in ‘Yes’ Or ‘No’. (અપે વાક્યોનો 'હા' કે 'ના' મા જવાબ અપો.)     (6) 

1. A Rabbite is smaller than a Rat. 

2. A cow  is bigger than a Fox. 

3. A Elephant is larger than a Hippo. 

4. A Jiraf  is the biggest of all. 

5. A Cow  is as big as a Horse. 

6. A Rabbite  is as small as a Cat. 

 

Q-3 Fill in the blanks using appropriate word from the bracket. 

(કૌસમા અપે શબ્દનો ઉપયોગ કરી ખાી જગ્યા પરુો.)        (4) 
[order , order ,seat down , Are, Are, did, savour , see,] 

 

We go  round and __________ everything. At the other end of the fair, there _________ some 

fast-food stalls. My friends ____________ pizza and I ____________ a glass of lassi. We 

___________ for a while and ____________ the food. There ___________a couple of sweet 

shops, but we ________not buy any sweets. 

 

Q-4 Answer the questions in ‘Yes’ Or ‘No’based on the letter given in Activity -3. (page no.25-26) 

(પાના ંનબ ંરઃ ૨પ-૨૬ ઉપર પ્રવ િૃત-૩માઅંપે પત્ર વાચી નીચેના ંપ્રશ્નોના 'હા' કે 'ના' મા ંજવાબ અપો.)(5) 

1. Did Mina visit trade fair in Vadodara ? 

2. Did Tina enjoy at the toy shops in the trad  fair ? 

3. Were theremany toy  stores in the village fair ? 

4. Was there entry fee in the trade fair ? 

5. Did Tina order a glass of lassi ? 

 

Q-5 Match ‘A’ with ‘B’ appropriately. (યોગ્ય જોડકા જોડો.) (5) 

 

   A                       B 

 

(1) Made                   (1)  different 

(2) Varied                        (2)    new 

(3) innovative           (3)   create 

(4) turned                        (4)  uneasy 

(5) solar enargy         (5)  changed 

                                  (6)  Power producer by sun     

                            
  


